Blaisdell's tables for the meniscus shape are extended to wider circular tubes and summarized in forms convenient for precision manometry.
The standard tables of meniscus shape are those of Blaisdelll whose notation and conventions are followed here. The origin is at the centre of the vertical cylindrical tube aligned along the y axis; the x axis is coincident with the central part of the meniscus, thus for mercury being below the level of the hypothetical plane surface imagined outside the tube. I t is convenient to work with dimensionless coordinates independent of fluid characteristics by setting X = xla, Y = yla, Ho = ho/a, where These tables cease at X = 4.5, corresponding to 12 mm radius for mercury meniscuses and capillary depressions approximately 0.016 mm for typical meniscus heights, yet tabulated values down to ho = 0 . 5 pm can be occasionally useful. Blaisdell provided detailed approximation formulae which are valid for the centre-to-midrange, and edge of large meniscuses. As these equations do not give Ho explicitly as a function of the experimentalist's customary variables X and Y, the results of the necessary numerical work to achieve this are next presented. Table 1 shows the computed X values and $ values as functions of Y and Ho, together with information on XR, and YR, the equatorial values. The range of Y values selected was intended to match the most extreme forms of meniscus shape, whether "flat" or "highly curved", likely to be employed in manometry with mercury surfaces.
The manometrist seeks Ho as a function of Y at a preselected X value, so that a recasting of the data into the form of One meniscus property not previously emphasized, though implicit in the approximation formulae for wide tubes and valid throughout the major part of Blaisdell's tables, is the closely linear variation of log Ho with X at fixed meniscus height Y . Between X = 2 . 0 and X = 7 -0 more than three decades in Ho are covered, yet over all but the smallest tubes, lines of fixed Y are substantially parallel and barely perceptidly curved. This approximate behaviour is illustrated by the equations with c taking the values a t Y = 0. 2, 0 . 3 , 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 There is only a modest variation in the boundary meniscus slope throughout the whole range of validity of each line of fixed meniscus height. The figures in brackets show a mean value for y5 in the range X = 7 . 0 ( x = 18 62 mm) to X = 3 . 0 (x = 7.98 mm), followed by the value reached a t the smallest X (2 + 2 ) or x (5.852 mm). The manometric errors associated with variations of meniscus height for any tube radius can simply be found from log-normal plots of H against X (or h against x).
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Estimates of H o (or h ) to 5% will usually suffice, so the empirical equations are more than adeqnate for general use; otherwise the tables may be treated similarly.
When using the equations or tables to deduce dimensioned capillary depression values (ho) it is important to appreciate that variations approaching a factor of two in ho can follow 10% changes in a. A knowledge of the surface tension of the mercury in the working manometer is therefore essential to deduce precise values of the capillary depression even in wide tubes.
The volume occupied by gas between the mercury meniscus surface of revolution and the plane tangential to the meniscus summit seems only rarely to be of direct concern to experimentalists, though the variation of that volume with meniscus height is pertinent to PBT measurements. Both can be found by direct computation using : V = TXZ( Y + H o ) -rXsin y5 and V = vla3 so no table need be provided.
